
 
Yorkshire Youth Hockey League - Statement re EH AGM Resolution  
 
YYHL Committee held a meeting with Rich Beer (England Hockey) to discuss Yorkshire Youth Hockey 
League and any implications from the AGM Resolution, we can confirm:-  
  
EH supports the YYHL as an example of good practice that aims to increase participation in junior 
hockey. YYHL Committee are satisfied ( see below ) that our Youth League and EH Cup structure will 
continue as we currently know it, ensuring maximum participation for our players of all levels.  
 
Calendar  
EH issues a Centralised Calendar each year. The main purpose of this calendar is to align planning 
across the game so that clashes for players are minimised wherever possible. All organising bodies are 
encouraged to align to this calendar to avoid separate bodies creating clashes.  
 
Given the extent of activity provided by the YYHL it operates its "own" calendar which has differences 
to the EH Centralised Calendar. This calendar maximises participation from Yorkshire based hockey 
players and clubs, whilst ensuring no conflicts between PC, AC, EH Cup and YYHL tournaments – this 
is achieved by use of principles refined over many years.  
 
England Hockey recognises that the YYHL calendar is able to continue, providing excellent 
opportunities for players, without them being forced to make choices between hockey activities due 
to clashes. It is crucial that players and parents are not put in a conflicted position and that priorities 
for players remain clear. YYHL and England Hockey recognise that there have been no issues with the 
YYHL Calendar content in recent years. Any potentially significant changes in the future will, of course, 
need achieve the same outcomes for players, parents and clubs.  
 
EH Championships  
YYHL will be able to continue our current Yorkshire EH Cup structure (Tier 1 & Tier 2) including 
flexibility on dates (ensuring the necessary ‘play-by’ dates are met), competition structure and game 
structure whilst continuing to work with England Hockey and as closely as possible to the relevant EH 
Tiered Championships formats to maintain the integrity of the competition.  
 
If the AGM Resolution is passed and a North East Area is created there is a possibility to share the 
YYHL approach across the whole new Area to take in the North-East and North Lincs clubs, should they 
wish to, giving the opportunity for a fully coherent structure across the new Area.  
On a wider level, if the AGM Resolution is passed, the format of all Championships where there is 
progression from local rounds to national finals may be reviewed over time, this will be done working 
with Areas to provide the right structures.  
 
Indoor Hockey  
It is acknowledged that Indoor Hockey is a smaller part of the Structure Fit for the Future proposal. 
Indoor is a relatively small element of current provision in hockey and it is not addressed in detail in 
the proposal as the provision currently reflects the level of demand for indoor. Having said this EH, 
including the Yorkshire EH Relationship Manager, are happy to work with YYHL / Yorkshire clubs to 
discuss how to increase participation in Indoor Hockey. 
In terms the new competition approach format of local and national rounds will depend on the level 
of demand and number of teams entering competitions. The new governance structure proposed in 
the AGM Resolution gives greater membership voice to continue to address issues like this through 
the committee structure proposed. 


